Stopped-flow kinetic studies of flavin reduction in human cytochrome P450 reductase and its component domains.
The reduction by NADPH of the FAD and FMN redox centers in human cytochrome P450 reductase and its component domains has been studied by rapid-mixing, stopped-flow spectroscopy. Reduction of the isolated FAD-domain occurs in three kinetically resolvable steps. The first represents the rapid formation (>500 s(-)(1)) of a charge-transfer species between oxidized FAD and NADPH. This is followed by an isomerization ( approximately 200 s(-)(1)) to a second charge-transfer species, characterized by a more intense absorption in the long-wavelength region. The third step represents hydride transfer from NADPH to FAD and is accompanied by a change in the tryptophan fluorescence of the FAD-domain. Flavin reduction is reversible, and the observed rate of hydride transfer displays a complex dependence on NADPH concentration. Two-electron-reduced FAD-domain is active in electron transfer reactions with the isolated FMN domain through the formation of a weakly associating electron transfer complex. Reduction of the CPR by NADPH occurs without direct spectral evidence for the formation of charge-transfer species, although the presence of such species is inferred indirectly. Transfer of the first hydride ion leads to the accumulation of a blue di-semiquinoid species of the reductase, indicating rapid transfer of one electron to the FMN domain. The di-semiquinoid species decays on transfer of the second hydride ion. A third phase is seen following prolonged incubation with NADPH and is assigned to a series of equilibration reactions between different redox species of the enzyme as the system relaxes to its thermodynamically most stable state. As with the isolated FAD-domain, the first hydride transfer in the reductase shows a complex dependence on NADPH concentration. At high NADPH concentration, the observed rate of hydride transfer is slow (approximately 20 s(-1)), and this attenuated rate is attributed to the reversible formation of an less active complex resulting from the binding of a second molecule of NADPH. The kinetic data are discussed with reference to the potentiometric studies on the enzyme and its component domains presented in the preceding paper in this issue [Munro, A., Noble, M., Robledo, L., Daff, S., and Chapman, S. (2001) Biochemistry 40, 1956-1963].